Ta/CoFeB/MgO trilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy are often characterised by vanishing or modest values of interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), which results in purely Bloch or mixed Bloch-Néel domain walls (DWs). Here we investigate the creep evolution of the overall magnetic bubble morphology in these systems under the combined presence of in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields and we show that He + ion irradiation induces a transition of the internal DW structure towards a fully Néel spin texture. This transition can be correlated to a simultaneous increase in DMI strength and reduction in saturation magnetisation -which are a direct consequence of the effects of ion irradiation on the bottom and top CoFeB interfaces, respectively. The threshold irradiation dose above which DWs acquire a pure Néel character is experimentally found to be between 12 × 10 18 He + /m 2 and 16 × 10 18 He + /m 2 , matching estimations from the one dimensional DW model based on material parameters. Our results indicate that evaluating the global bubble shape during its expansion can be an effective tool to sense the internal bubble DW structure. Furthermore, we show that ion irradiation can be used to achieve post-growth engineering of a desired DW spin texture.
INTRODUCTION
In magnetic systems with spin-orbit coupling and lack of structural inversion symmetry, the DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction [1, 2] (DMI) plays a crucial role in stabilising topological spin textures, most notably magnetic skyrmions and chiral domain walls (DWs). While these spin structures were initially discovered in chiral magnetic single crystals [3] [4] [5] , research on the topic has more recently been extended to ferromagnetic ultra-thin films and multilayers [6] [7] [8] [9] , which are more suitable for technological applications. In this context, systems investigated are composed of a heavy metal (HM) layer and an adjacent ultra-thin ferromagnetic (FM) film with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Here the DMI has an interfacial nature [10] , since it arises due to the broken inversion symmetry at the interface between the two materials, while the spin-orbit coupling originates in the HM atoms, which mediate the interaction between neighbouring FM spins. Acting like an effective in-plane magnetic field, the interfacial DMI promotes the stabilisation of Néel DWs with a fixed chirality [11] , while achiral Bloch DWs would otherwise be favoured in these ultrathin films from purely magnetostatic considerations. Recent experiments have demonstrated that Néel DWs can be driven by spin-orbit torques with an unprecedented level of efficiency [7, 8, 12] , making them promising candidates as information carriers in storage and logic devices. This has motivated extensive research in trying * a.casiraghi@inrim.it to quantify the strength of the interfacial DMI [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which is directly linked to the internal DW structure.
The strength and sign of the DMI are primarily dictated by the stack composition, which typically consists in the FM film being sandwiched either between two HM layers (e.g. Ta, W, Pt, Ir, . . .), or between a HM layer and a non metallic one (e.g. MgO, AlOx, . . .). Furthermore, deposition conditions and parameters are also critical aspects in defining DMI strength and sign, since they can have a profound impact on the interface roughness and/or intermixing [19] [20] [21] . In any case, once the stack has been grown, its DMI is fixed and consequently also DWs have a precise internal structure. Indeed, in order to tune the DW chirality from a mixed Bloch-Néel state into a fully Néel texture, some works have resorted to altering the original stack composition by inserting thin material layers of varying thicknesses between the FM layer and either the top or the bottom layer [19, [22] [23] [24] . A more practical approach to tailor DW chirality would require some form of post-growth treatment. So far, only a few studies have explored post-growth strategies to tune the DMI strength: these have involved either annealing the stack at different temperatures [25] , or using ion irradiation to engineer interface intermixing [26, 27] . Yet, while these studies clearly indicate that post-growth tuning of DMI is attainable, they do not address the correlation between DMI strength and internal DW structure, which is particularly important in the transition from a Bloch to a Néel DW.
In this work we investigate the influence of He + ion irradiation on Ta/CoFeB/MgO trilayers and we show that, by finely tuning interface disorder via irradiation, it is possible to induce a crossover from DWs with mostly Bloch character to purely Néel ones. In particular, we explore the creep dynamics of magnetic bubble domains under simultaneous application of in-plane and out-ofplane magnetic fields, which is one of the most conventional techniques used to quantify the interfacial DMI in these or similar stacks [13, 19, 25] . But rather than inspecting DW velocities along the direction of the in-plane field only, as it is most commonly done, we analyse how the overall morphology of the bubble domains changes during expansion. In this way we are able to clearly observe the tuning of DW chirality towards a fully Néel texture induced by an increasing irradiation dose, which in turns corresponds to both an increased intermixing at the Ta/CoFeB interface [27] and a decreased Fe content at the CoFeB/MgO interface [28] . The threshold irradiation dose for which the bubble shape evolution corresponds to DWs in the Néel state is found to be between 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 and 16 × 10 18 He + /m 2 , which matches with predictions from the one dimensional DW model [11] based on the measured materials parameters. Our results indicate the importance of evaluating the overall bubble domain morphology to extract information on the internal DW texture. Furthermore, we demonstrate that interface engineering can be used to tailor the DW structure via post-growth ion irradiation, opening new routes for designing spintronics devices.
II. METHODS
The samples investigated consist of Ta(5nm)/Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 (1nm)/MgO(2nm)/Ta(3nm) films, which were grown onto thermally oxidised silicon substrates by magnetron sputtering.
The samples were subsequently annealed at 300
• C and exposed to irradiation doses (ID) ranging from 4 × 10 18 He + /m 2 up to 16 × 10
18 He + /m 2 . The ion irradiation process was performed at room temperature and at a constant energy of 15 keV. The sketch in Fig. 1(a) illustrates the sample structure and the effect of the ion irradiation process on the interfaces. All samples exhibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), with saturation magnetisation (M S ) and effective perpendicular anisotropy constant (K eff ) decreasing approximately linearly with increasing ID, as reported in a previous work [28] . The exchange stiffness constant (A) for the pristine sample was estimated from that of pure Fe and Co samples, as well as from values reported in the literature [29] . As previously reported [27] , A for the irradiated samples was evaluated assuming a weak dependence on M 2 S , in agreement with predictions and experimental observations [30, 31] . The values of M S , K eff , and A for each of the five samples investigated are listed in Tab. I.
Magnetic bubble domain expansion in the creep regime was imaged using a wide-field magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscope in polar configuration, equipped with an in-plane (IP) electromagnet and a coil for out-ofplane (OOP) field pulses. A bubble domain was initially nucleated in the pre-saturated sample by applying a short OOP field pulse. The bubble domain was later expanded either with an OOP pulse only, or under simultaneous application of both an OOP pulse and a continuous IP field. The amplitude of the OOP field pulse used for bubble expansion was kept at H z = 1.9 mT, which is about 10 -20 % of the depinning field [28] , while its duration was varied between 1 ms and 4 ms depending on the sample. The continuous IP field H x was swept between −51.6 mT and +51.6 mT [32] . In order to minimise OOP stray field components due to either a misalignment of the IP field or a crosstalk between IP and OOP fields, the samples were positioned carefully to ensure a symmetric growth of bubble domains for positive and negative H x values. This is particularly important for magnetically soft materials like CoFeB, where H z stray components in the order of 1 mT could give rise to artefacts in DW motion.
The differential image, obtained by subtracting the expanded bubble domain image from the image of its initial state, was analysed through an image segmentation process based on the random walker algorithm [33] , which allows to precisely separate different phases in a noisy image. In our case, the two phases correspond to pixels within the area spanned by the bubble DW during its expansion or outside of it. By assigning two markers to label the 'known' pixels (i.e. below and above set threshold values of grey levels), the algorithm solves a series of diffusion equations to find which of the two markers is most probable for the 'unknown' pixels (whose grey levels fall between the threshold values). In this way, the initially noisy differential image was converted into a binary image from which it became possible to extract the radial profile of the initial and final state of the bubble domain. Average DW velocities could then be calculated along any desired direction as the ratio between the DW displacement along the chosen direction and the duration time of the H z field pulse.
III. EXPANSION OF BUBBLES WITH BLOCH AND NÉEL DOMAIN WALLS
In ultra-thin films with PMA, Bloch DWs are magnetostatically favoured over Néel ones due to the DW anisotropy field which, in the framework of the one-dimensional DW model, is written as:
is the DW anisotropy energy density, N x = ln(2)t/(π∆) is the DW demagnetising factor [34] , and ∆ is the DW width. However, the interfacial DMI manifests itself as an effective in-plane field that, acting across the DW, can overcome the DW anisotropy barrier and promote a transition from Bloch to Néel DW texture. In the onedimensional DW model the DMI field is expressed as [11] :
where D is the interfacial DMI constant. It follows that for H DMI < H DW the DW is in a mixed Bloch-Néel state (purely Bloch for D = 0), while a fully Néel DW is stabilised when It has been known for almost a decade [35] that magnetic bubble domains loose their initial circular shape when expanded under the simultaneous presence of IP and OOP magnetic fields. Indeed, the Zeeman energy contribution from the IP field breaks the radial symmetry of the DW energy profile, leading to DW motion at different speeds for different orientations of the internal DW magnetisation [13, 19] . In particular, DWs move faster/slower when the magnetisation inside the DW is parallel/antiparallel to the IP field, while an intermediate velocity is found for an orthogonal alignment. This results in circular bubbles growing to acquire a wide variety of final morphologies, depending on their DW internal structure [36] .
For a Bloch DW the magnetisation direction at the centre of the DW can be oriented in either of the two possible directions parallel to the DW (ψ = ±90
• ), as illustrated by the double arrows in Fig. 1 (c) . This results in a mostly clockwise or anticlockwise arrangement of the DW magnetisation around the bubble. When both IP and OOP fields are applied, the Bloch bubble is expected to expand faster along the direction orthogonal to the IP field, while no asymmetry in the bubble shape arises along the IP field direction. Matching velocities for up and down portions of the bubble indicate identical internal DW structures, which can only arise if the clockwise/anticlockwise ordering of the DW magnetisation around the bubble is broken. This occurs when vertical Bloch lines nucleate (overcoming the local dipolar energy barrier) and give rise to head-to-head or tail-totail configurations within the DW [22, 37] .
For a pure Néel DW the magnetisation direction inside the DW is always perpendicular to it (ψ = 0), with its orientation dictated by the sign of D (D > 0 for the righthanded chirality of the Néel DW illustrated in Fig. 1 (d) ). Under application of IP and OOP fields, the Néel bubble expands asymmetrically along the IP field direction -a circumstance that has been widely exploited to extract H DMI [13, 19] -while the DW velocity orthogonal to the IP field is intermediate between the highest and lowest DW velocities.
Finally, for a DW with a mixed Bloch-Néel character a more complex scenario is expected: in this case, the bubble should still expand asymmetrically along the IP field direction, as for a pure Néel bubble, but the maximum expansion should not occur in the same direction as the IP field. Despite many works reporting on the presence of mixed Bloch-Néel walls [19, 21, 25, [38] [39] [40] [41] , only in one case evidence has been provided of bubbles expanding with this more complex morphology [38] .
IV. FIELD DRIVEN DW DYNAMICS IN THE CREEP REGIME
DW motion under modest magnetic fields is explained in terms of a competition between DW elasticity and material disorder, and is phenomenologically described by the so-called creep law [42, 43] :
where v 0 is the characteristic speed, ζ is the scaling constant, and µ = 1/4 is the creep scaling exponent. As previously explained, DW dynamics change substantially when both H z and H x fields are applied, but it has been proposed that the influence of H x can be simply explained by changing ζ to account for the dependence of DW energy σ on H x [13] :
where ζ 0 is another scaling constant independent of H x . The expression for σ(H x ) along the direction of H x is written differently [11, 13] , depending on whether the DW has a mixed Bloch-Néel structure (|H x + H DMI | < H DW ): . The applied perpendicular field is Hz = 1.9 mT in all cases. Letters "U", "R", "D" and "L" have been defined in Fig. 1(b) . The most pronounced DW pinning points (see for instance the MOKE images in (d)) have been smoothed in the velocity profiles for better clarity.
or has a purely Néel character (|H x + H DMI | ≥ H DW ):
In these equations, σ 0 = 4 √ AK eff is the Bloch DW energy density, and ∆ = A/K eff is the Bloch domain wall width, with A the exchange stiffness constant and K eff the effective perpendicular anisotropy constant. K DW is the DW anisotropy energy density that was previously defined.
Experiments of magnetic bubble expansion in the creep regime, driven by simultaneous H z and H x fields, were conducted on both the pristine and the irradiated films. Fig. 2 shows differential MOKE images of bubble expansion under H z = 1.9 mT and H x = ±10.3 mT, as well as radial DW velocity profiles for increasing (negative) IP field amplitudes up to H x = −51.6 mT. From the images it can be seen that the right-hand side of the bubble grows faster than the left one for positive H x , while the opposite is true for negative H x . This circumstance suggests the presence of DMI, promoting DWs with a Néel component of the right-hand chirality (↑→↓ or ↓←↑) -as it is typically found in Ta/CoFeB/MgO trilayers [25, 27, 40, 44] . Furthermore, upon increasing ID the bubble expansion becomes progressively more asymmetric along the IP field direction, which is consistent with increasing DMI strength, as was previously reported also through Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) measurements [27] . A more comprehensive analysis of the various asymmetries in the bubbles expansion is illustrated by the radial velocity curves in Fig. 2 , which were extracted from the differential MOKE images for H x < 0 utilising an image segmentation process (see Sec. II). These graphs show that, while bubble domains grow rather symmetrically for H x = 0 mT, as expected, sizeable asymmetries start to appear when applying a modest field of H x = −5.2 mT. In particular, a degree of asymmetry is visible between right and left-hand sides of the bubbles, with the lowest DW velocity found around θ = 90
• for all samples, especially in the range of smaller H x values. Conversely, the maximum expansion occurs predominantly along the direction perpendicular to the IP field (around θ = 0
• and 180 • ) only for samples with ID ≤ 12 × 10
18
He + /m 2 ( Fig. 2(a) -(d) ), while it takes place on the left-hand side of the bubble (around θ = 270
• ) for the sample with highest ID (Fig. 2(e) ). According to what described in section III, these velocity behaviours indicate the presence of DWs of a mixed Bloch-Néel texture for films with ID ≤ 12×10
18 He + /m 2 , whereas pure Néel DWs are expected for the ID = 16×10
18 He + /m 2 film. In this context, it is also important to notice the extent to which the right-hand side of the bubbles is slowed down, under the application of H x , with respect to the expansion at H x = 0 mT. This information can be inferred by observing the crossing points between the velocity profile at H x = 0 and those at higher fields. The angular range in which the DW velocity for H x = 0 drops below that for H x = 0 mT becomes larger for increasing ID and progressively stronger H x fields need to be applied in order to recover the velocity at H x = 0 mT. Since lower DW velocities correspond to higher Zeeman energies, these observations are indicative of the Néel component within the DW becoming larger with increasing ID [45] .
DW velocities along specific directions, namely θ = 0
• (down), and 270
• (left), were extracted from the complete angular profiles and plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of H x . This more conventional way of illustrating DW velocities during bubble expansion, particularly along the direction of H x (i.e. left and right DWs in the figure), is useful to extract quantitative information about the DMI strength. Indeed, according to the modified creep model [13] previously outlined (see Eq. 1 -Eq. 4), the DW velocity curves along H x should display a minimum at H x = ±H DMI , i.e. when the DW is in the Bloch configuration. The observed shift of the velocity minimum towards higher values of |H x | as a function of ID is indicative of what already mentioned: an overall increase of D with increasing ID, as reported in Tab. I. This enhancing of DMI strength through ion irradiation was previously observed and attributed to irradiation-induced intermixing at the Ta/CoFeB interface, which was revealed through x-ray reflectivity by a marked widening of the interface [27] . It is interesting to notice that the value of D measured at the highest irradiation dose is the largest ever reported in the literature for a Ta/CoFeB/MgO trilayer, indicating the profound influence that interface disorder can have on tuning intrinsic material properties of ultra-thin films.
The velocity curves for left and right DWs of Fig. 3 could not be fitted with equations Eq. 1 -Eq. 4 for films with ID ≤ 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 , suggesting that the dependence of σ on H x may not be the only modification to the creep law that needs to be considered to explain the influence of H x on bubble expansion in these samples. Some studies have proposed that other effects may be at play, such as a domain width dependence on H x [37, 46] , DW stiffness [47] , or a dependence of the DW depinning field on H x [48] . Interestingly, the data presented in all these works share some features with our left and right velocity curves, such as asymmetry about the minimum velocity and matching velocities in the high field region. Only for ID = 16 ×10
18 He + /m 2 the original modified creep model could be applied with reasonable success to fit the velocity curves, albeit not for the whole range of H x values (see inset of Fig. 3(e) ). The value of H DMI in this case was extracted from the fit, and was found to be in close agreement with the position of the velocity minimum.
While the model fails to explain quantitatively some of the data in the figure, it seems to predict correctly the transition in field from mixed Bloch-Néel to purely Néel spin structure for left and right DWs. This transition is usually identified by a change of slope in the velocity curves that stems from the DW energy density σ following Eq. 3 for the mixed Bloch-Néel case and Eq. 4 for the fully Néel one. The green (right DW) and purple (left DW) areas in Fig. 3 correspond to field values for [28] , while A was estimated assuming a weak dependence on M 2 S (see Sec. II), as reported in a previous work [27] . The errors in HDMI derive from uncertainty in determining the minimum position in the DW velocity curves, and are then propagated into errors in D.
which |H x + H DMI | < H DW , i.e. the mixed Bloch-Néel DW scenario, and a slight change of gradient in velocity is indeed evinced at the edges of these areas.
Regarding DWs in the direction perpendicular to the IP field (up and down DWs), the velocity curves in Fig. 3 appear to be symmetric around H x = 0 and equal in magnitude, thus indicating the same expansion for up and down DWs, which is only possible with the creation of vertical Bloch lines in the case of non fully Néel DWs, as discussed in Sec. III. Furthermore, as already mentioned for Fig. 2 , up and down velocities are mostly larger than left and right ones for ID ≤ 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 , while the situation reverses for ID = 16 × 10
18 He + /m 2 . This will be discussed more in the following section.
V. DOMAIN WALL EVOLUTION FROM BLOCH TO NÉEL STRUCTURE
Ta/CoFeB/MgO trilayers have been widely studied in the literature and, due to the usually low DMI strength, DWs are either found in a pure Bloch configuration [49] or in a mixed Bloch-Néel one [25, 40, 44, 50] . The results discussed so far have already given some evidence of the fact that enhancing the DMI strength of these systems through ion irradiation can promote DWs with an increasing Néel texture, and in particular a transition from a mostly Bloch towards a fully Néel spin structure. In this section further indications of DW tuning with irradiation will be provided. Fig. 4(a) shows the ratio v x /v x (H x = 0) as a function of H x , where v x coincides with the maximum velocity between left and right DWs. In other words: v x = v left for H x < 0 and v x = v right for H x > 0. Since DWs with internal magnetisation aligned along an applied IP field move faster than in the absence of such field, the fact that the ratio v x /v x (H x = 0) increases with ID is an indication of an increasing Néel component within the DWs. Also interesting is to analyse the same quantity along the up-down direction, namely v y /v y (H x = 0), which is plotted in Fig. 4(b) . Here v y is calculated as the average between v up and v down . A vertical offset has been added to the velocity curves of the irradiated samples for better visualisation. It can be seen that the curvature at the apex of these velocity curves becomes increasingly more rounded upon increasing ID -a feature that can also be explained in terms of a Bloch-to-Néel transition. As a matter of fact, H x favours a Bloch configuration for up and down DWs, since it is applied parallel to them. Therefore, the velocity cusp near H x = 0 is sharper for DWs that are already in a Bloch state or close to it (i.e. for vanishing DMI, like in the pristine sample) and becomes progressively flatter for DWs that have a stronger Néel component, since higher values of H x are required to transition towards a Bloch DW. Fig. 4 (c) plots the variation of bubble asymmetry along the H x direction, calculated as the ratio between v left − v right and v left + v right . Aside from the pristine sample, where the asymmetry is small, in all other cases the initial steep increase of asymmetry in modest fields is followed by a slower decline at larger fields, as was also observed in [48] . It is interesting to notice that the amplitude of the asymmetry peak increases with ID, while its position shifts towards larger values of |H x |. These observations are also consistent with the scenario of a transition towards more Néel-like DWs with ion irradiation, since the left-right DW asymmetry is expected to be more pronounced in such case, and to reach its highest point at larger fields, which are needed to convert one of the two DWs towards a Bloch state. In this respect, the shift of the asymmetry peak towards higher fields is somewhat analogous to the displacement of the minimum velocity towards higher fields (see Fig. 3 ), although the two do not exactly occur at the same field.
Finally, the behaviour of the bubble asymmetry between x and y directions, defined as (v y − v x )/(v y + v x ), is displayed in Fig. 4(d) . There is a clear distinction in the curves of samples with ID ≤ 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 , for which bubble expansion is more pronounced along the y direction, and the most irradiated sample, where instead bubbles grow predominantly along x for all values of applied field. As explained in section III, this different x -y asymmetry trend suggests the presence of mixed Bloch-Néel DWs for ID ≤ 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 and fully Néel DWs for the highest ID. Furthermore, for the sample with ID = 12 × 10
18 He + /m 2 a crossover of asymmetry between x and y directions occurs around |H x | ∼ 10 -11 mT, indicating that this sample could be the closest to the transition towards a fully Néel DW. These observations are consistent with the scenario of an irradiation-induced enhancement of DW Néel chirality. On the other hand, the fact that larger x -y asymmetries are measured for ID = 4 and 8 × 10
18 He + /m 2 rather than for the pristine sample would seemingly contradict the picture of a reduction of Bloch component upon increasing ID. However, this could be understood by taking into account the DW surface tension which plays a crucial role in the creep regime [51] . Namely, the limited bubble growth along x for the pristine sample (due to the small DMI) could constrain its growth along y, as the DW tension tries to maintain a circular bubble shape. Similarly, also localised pinning points (see the MOKE images in Fig. 2(a) ) could prevent the bubble from reaching its full expansion along y.
As was outlined in Sec. III, the one-dimensional DW model predicts that DWs with a purely Néel structure can be stabilised only if H DMI ≥ H DW , while they retain some Bloch character if H DMI < H DW . In our case, the ratio H DMI /H DW is found to increase approximately linearly with sample irradiation dose, as shown in Fig. 5 , which is in line with the qualitative trends reported so far of an enhancement of the DW Néel component with irradiation. Interestingly, it is only for the film with ID = 16 × 10
18 He + /m 2 that H DMI > H DW , thus confirming that the different morphology of bubble expansion observed in this sample can be correlated to the presence of DWs with purely Néel spin structure. Since the ratio H DMI /H DW is proportional to D/M 2 S , the evolution from a Bloch to a Néel DW is enabled by the combined tuning of DMI strength and M S through ion irradiation. In this respect it is important to mention that, albeit being both a direct consequence of He + irradiation, the reduction of M S and the increase in DMI strength arise from distinct processes taking places at the two different interfaces. Specifically, the decrease in M S is due to a depletion of Fe content at the top CoFeB/MgO interface [28] , where the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy originates [52] . Conversely, the increase in DMI strength is primarily caused by a widening of the bottom Ta/CoFeB interface which in turns is induced by interface intermixing [27] . This intermixing is less pronounced at the top interface, since the interfacial enthalpy promotes diffusion of Fe and Co atoms towards Ta, rather than MgO.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have investigated magnetic bubble domain expansion in the creep regime under simultaneous application of IP and OOP fields for a series of Ta/CoFeB/MgO samples that were exposed to different doses of He + ion irradiation. Through the use of an image segmentation algorithm DW velocity curves were extracted for all angles along the bubble contour, which enabled us to analyse in detail the different asymmetries that arise during bubble expansion. In particular, it was shown that the overall bubble shape during growth changes upon increasing irradiation dose, with the direction of maximum expansion becoming increasingly more pronounced along the IP field direction, which can be correlated to a Bloch-to-Néel DW transition. Furthermore, both the DW velocity along the IP field and perpendicular to it were found to display a trend with IP field which is also consistent with the scenario of an increasing Néel component within the internal DW structure. These observations were correlated to two independent phenomena, both caused by He + ion irradiation: (i) atom intermixing at the Ta/CoFeB interface which results in an enhanced DMI strength, and (ii) Fe depletion at the CoFeB/MgO interface, which instead gives rise to a reduction in M S . Indeed, the increasing ratio D/M 2 S with ion irradiation is responsible for the observed tuning of DW chirality. The threshold irradiation dose above which DWs are in a purely Néel state was found to be between 12 × 10 18 He + /m 2 and 16 × 10 18 He + /m 2 . Our results indicate the possibility to infer information on the DW spin texture by inspecting the overall bubble shape during evolution, and not only along the in-plane field direction. Furthermore we show the potential of ion irradiation as a means to engineer systems with finely tuned properties, in this case enabling a transformation of the internal DW structure.
